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RINGTREAD RDW MS9
Making traction count in
Norway
THE EXPERIENCE
of Veidekke

Veidekke Entreprenör owns a fleet
composed of 20 vehicles that are
made up of mainly Volvo & Scania
6x4 trucks for regional ON/OFF
applications, as well as having an
additional range of versatile vehicles
that provide options for all types of
operations. This full service contractor
is one of the largest in Scandinavia,
and operates mostly in Norway and
Sweden.
Marangoni recommends the RDW
MS9, since it provides the best
possible compromise between traction
and mileage. It features a modern
traction pattern particularly suitable
for winter characteristics due to its
radially-orientated sipes.
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The best quality for the Scandinavian roads
Veidekke is the fourth largest contractor and property developer in Scandinavia
and the largest in Norway. This company is active in the construction and civil
engineering. The company carries out all types of construction and residential
projects, the maintenance of roads, and also manufactures asphalt, gravel,
among other construction materials.
With 8,000 employees approximately,
this company has been involved in the
construction of schools, public
buildings and heavy construction
projects such as roads and railways at
local level, as well as in international
projects such as the construction of
an airport in Ethiopia.
Gummiservice Oslo is Veidekke’s
supplier of the Marangoni premium
RINGTREAD System. For 6 years now,
Gummiservice has provided high
quality products, which is combined
with great service, that includes a 24
hour breakdown service.
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The companies jointly tested different products, in order to find out about the
product’s quality for themselves, and following the tests, the resounding
opinion was that the RINGTREAD RDW MS9 was the best option, with it
offering the best balance between traction and mileage. Gummiservice also
supplies its own casings for on/off applications, with Veidekke using retreads
on driving applications, with their front and trailer axles using new tyres.
Marangoni’s RINGTREAD RDW MS9 design features a special tread pattern
that is particularly suited to northern countries, meaning the design is perfectly
suited for Veidekke’s needs in Norway and Sweden. In order for the fleet to
achieve the best possible mileage, the retread should be fitted in autumn, but
as close to the winter season as possible. Gummiservice has been working with
Marangoni for 5 years, with the retreader relying on the quality and the
durability of its patterns.
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Per Jon Bergerud,
Vehicle/Transport Manager, spoke at length about the qualities of the RDW
MS9: “Its self-cleaning directional design gives outstanding traction also in the

most severe conditions. After testing different products over the years with less
traction and much lower mileage, we have decided to use the RINGTREAD
RDW MS9 on our 315/80R22,5 drive tyres. Our vehicles run up to 80,000
km/year, and the mileage from the tread gives us almost 12 months of usage,
which is a crucial performance characteristic for us.”

RDW MS9

Left: Per Jon Bergerud – Freight / Vehicle Manager Oslo area
Right: Erik Syversen – Outlet Manager Gummiservice AS Oslo
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